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DISCLAIMER
This 5D Blueprint is an energetically coded 18 page document in pdf format. If you do not
have the entire 18 pages, you do not have the complete document to be read and absorbed
in full. This pdf is sized to be printed on both A4 and US Letter size paper.
On October 15, 2012, luke perceived a Prime Idea which is the basis for this blueprint. It
has been created for ALL—to see, use, read, think upon and work with. You are free to
forward, email, post, link, print out, add to blogs, etc. To honor the harmonic held in this
complete document, we ask that the document be kept intact. Please do not post in
parts, copy excerpts, paste in part, or manipulate the information in any way. We wish for
this to be presented in its complete form, honoring the original creative energy to prevent
the information from being misunderstood. If you have any questions, you are welcome
to contact us at: 5Dblueprint@gmail.com.
Thank you for being respectful of the original inspiration of energy which we offer here as
a coherent plan. We hope it will uplift and inspire you as it has us.

luke & nanako
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INTRODUCTION
Our world has changed and is about to transform in a major way. Our daily lives will be
forever altered by this impending vast transformation as we shift from the old world
control based system to a fluid existence of Absolute Data, freedom, and expression. We
will have the opportunity to evolve by enhancing how we apply our creative thoughts and
actions, thus empowering our relations to all beings in Life.
Everything we have been taught has been a lie: from money to how we treat water.
Beneficial information has been subverted and suppressed to confine and enslave us by
maintaining our dependence upon those systems of information which cause us the
most harm. That suppression has kept the true knowledge of our potential and who we
are hidden. For far too long the planet has been subject to darkness and energy has been
manipulated for the benefit of a few individuals. As a result, we lost sight of our own
responsibilities to take action against these forces and suffered greatly.
The completion of this past era of darkness has been written about and spoken of in
many ancient texts by civilization’s who knew the birthing of a new era of light, peace,
Absolute prosperity, love and the remembrance of our true nature would begin. As we
continue our journey into full consciousness through the Age of Aquarius, the bonds of
darkness are being naturally diffused and will cease. We can choose to energise
ourselves by naturally moving in a positive energy direction to create the world that we
are destined to live upon, but we cannot expect anyone to perform these actions for
us—we must consciously make this choice ourselves.
Living in this new vibration, we will attain our full consciousness by remembering and
relearning what we have long forgotten. Through this process, we heal and rebuild not
only our minds and bodies back to their original state but we rebuild the world around us
with new technologies. Gone now are the days of living in the lower vibrations of
seclusion, fear and hate. We now live in a state of free flowing creative energy of a higher
vibration which is bringing human beings together as a human family. Allowing
awareness of one’s infinite nature and existence to flow freely, each individual is
responsible and liable for their own actions living under Universal Law.
As we transform and move our energy into a 5D reality, much will be deconstructed and
rebuilt for the purpose of aligning all beings into the same harmonious energy network as
the planet, galaxy and the universe. It will be our duty to invite these same energetic
patterns into our lives and ways of living for the benefit of the Earth and All Beings. At the
core of this blueprint is a cohesive method of assistance rooted in working together to
express First Source energy as we live the transition. Our full consciousness and
awareness upgrade will create a clear flowing energetic life system by re-connecting us
with Truth Knowledge. As brothers and sisters here on our Earth, we are uniting to
experience love, happiness and abundance as Creator’s Creation.
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EXPLANATION
At the basis of this entire Blueprint is the individual who has been freed from a debt
slavery system and now has the true freedom to live life in a new harmonic. Therefore,
people are attracted to team participation as a way to freely share their own knowledge
base and skills; no longer being restricted, they can invest their energies in any project.
Once the false concept of money is revealed, the true value within every human will be
released and the momentum of this energy will openly flow in a natural, limitless cycle. In
a world without money, all people are returned to their intrinsic value where everyone and
everything is equal and thus, each individual is invaluable. The exchange between 2
people is no longer a closed system, but a circle of transfer where people benefit from
each other in an unlimited way. Each time an individual participates in life [living], they
are “paying” into the energy stream with their inherent human value and therefore,
everything is prepaid.
TEAMS: [See Team Illustrations p. 7-9]
Universal energy has been organized into twelve energy hubs or “Teams” and hold the
potential to express First Source energy. Teams do not exist as physical structures, but
rather they are a way of organizing the recognition of skill sets within the people. The
focus is always on the individual and the value they contribute to society. Teams network
an individual’s skills—they are not buildings that people go to. The individual’s skills are
instead energetically held as a potential within the Team and remain dormant until acted
upon by the individual. Each Team serves a distinct role, but all are united in the cohesive
blueprint which functions as a fluid network of interlocking sectors. Unlike corporations
or industries that currently stand separate and have no accountability, these new Teams
foster complete integration, transparency and cooperation. They hold the inherent
flexibility to meet the different project needs of society: personal, municipal, emergency
and development.
Anyone can participate (work) in any Team they wish; you don’t have to be qualified.
Teams are structured to honor everyone’s intentions to be in a group and contribute. If
you are already educated in a specific skill set, then you would naturally align with that
sector within a Team unless you wish to explore your true passion in life and develop a
new speciality. If you are not yet educated in a specific skill set, then each Team has
Learning Groups where you can expand your knowledge of a chosen sector. No individual
would be denied knowledge should they wish to educate themselves; they learn the
knowledge they wish and at what level they wish. This means everyone can freely develop
at their own pace of learning with no pressure to take exams or compete for jobs; the
hierarchy of education and professional systems are gone. When it comes to safety or
dangerous work, then certain protocols would need to be fulfilled for public and personal
safety as to limit harm to anyone, animal, or environment. Common sense prevails here.
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EXPLANATION, cont.
TEAM SPECIALISTS:
All Teams are equal where no one sector or individual is higher in society than any other.
Knowing your own aspirations or speciality is what helps you decide which sector of a
Team you wish to perform in; individuals are not limited to one speciality. Participating
in a Team is a way for the individual to utilize their own unique speciality when a Creative
Group forms. Individuals then work together harmoniously to facilitate the expression of
First Source inspiration to manifestation. A “working” lifestyle is the choice of the
individual; they decide their own level of involvement. Individuals are free to live as they
wish until and if they want to be involved—“working” and “not working” are both a free-will
choice. You live the lifestyle you wish to lead. Paramount here is the quality of life for the
individual, which ultimately benefits the whole community.
When a Primary Idea gets posted in the Data Awareness systems (see Activation Phase III,
p. 13-14) it becomes available to the global community. As soon as individuals respond,
the talents and creative skills of each individual become added and integrated to
energize the formation of a Creative Group. An atmosphere of co-creating with
individuals as equals in open free flowing communication increases not only
productivity, but also inherent happiness as individuals no longer have to work and
function alone.
Using your skill set within a Team does not limit you to a set local area, but rather
connects you to an international community. All beings are free to participate on any
scale project: town, city, region, country or world-wide. Skills and knowledge can
therefore be shared in the international arena as any individual worldwide has the ability
to fill any speciality needed for a project. Teams simply hold the potential energy for the
individual with the necessary skills from anywhere in the world to essentially step in and
perform. Individuals are transferrable and are not limited by a location.
MENTORS:
Mentors are the holders of wisdom and knowledge that exist in our world. These
individuals are visionaries in their field or ones who have extensive life experience that
can be positively applied towards all aspects of society. They are individuals whom are
the custodians of Sacred Wisdom, Truth Knowledge, and Advanced Technologies;
individuals of high moral and ethical virtue. Mentors will have the foresight and
capability to ground society with the new 5D energy and also deliver new models of
creative problem solving during the stages of societal transformation. They hold certain
values and ideals which are in connection with an abundant ecological life system and
the true source energy patterns of the planet.
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EXPLANATION, cont.
Mentors have no authority; they do not create regulations, statutes, acts, rules etc. In the
design process which is discussed on page 11-15, Mentors give a grounded overview at the
Round Table Review (see Activation Phase IV, p. 13-14) by offering suggestions which may
have been overlooked. If an emergency situation occurs that is of such a magnitude to
warrant a relief effort, then a Mentor, if they choose, can be called upon to act in the
capacity of a coordinator.
Mentors also hold the critical role of helping others overcome any difficulties they are
experiencing with the transition through a 5D world. This could be on a personal one to
one basis, or in a community in the capacity of a teacher, friend, or advisor; spreading
wisdom with their knowledge and experiences of life. They are individuals of heightened
awareness and consciousness that can recognize any problems that may arise or any
conflicts that could occur during the transformation from an old mindset to the now
reality of the 5D life.
PROJECTS:
The blueprint holds the potential energy to meet the different needs of society; whether it
is personal, municipal, emergency or development projects. Personal projects might only
require one or two individual’s specialities from one team or they could require several
specialities from a variety of teams. All ideas will be posted in Data Awareness Systems
(central database) using the new technology and will allow individuals to connect and
arrange data efficiently for ease of use (see Activation Phase IV, Data Hubs p. 15).
Municipal projects will require ongoing participation temporarily from those with the
skills in a given sector or speciality who can achieve the ongoing support needed for
infrastructure to operate efficiently. Such individuals can rotate and choose their
involvement so they will not be limited to one schedule or routine task. In circumstances
of an emergency, the Specialities and Mentors needed can be utilized through the Sectors
that best relate to the situation. They will be notified immediately to act if the time
permits notification. Development projects are the most complex and will be discussed
in further details in the Activation pages 10-15 which follow.
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Sector

ACTIVATION
The activation process applies to development projects. Each Phase honors the Primary
Idea—that original inspiration of energy from First Source through an individual—by
facilitating the growth of the Primary Idea to manifestation. These phases apply equally
on any scale project in any physical location on the planet.

Illustration represents the influx
of First Source Energy, inspiring
a Primary Idea to be expressed
through the individual.
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ACTIVATION,cont.
PHASE I
SOURCING
The flow of this phase is activation of the dormant potential energy held within the skill
sets of the twelve teams. As this system is designed to honor the energy of 1st Source, an
outside stimulus is required to release the energy of creation. This stimulus comes in the
form of action from an individual who receives a Primary Idea—a creative idea from First
Source. However, nothing happens until that individual acts upon that creative idea. If
the choice is made to flow the energy by taking action, then the energy held within the
Teams responds through a reaction of releasing the energy for the process of
manifestation. Once an individual posts the Primary Idea to the central database (Data
Awareness Systems), this activates the dormant systems of the Teams which enables
open communication to begin the design process. It is the energy of that Primary Idea
now released from the individual that will be honored and nurtured until manifestation.
Each idea becomes it’s own organic system of design and creativity which forms and
develops in a way that expresses itself harmoniously with Source.
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Illustration represents the specialities held within the
Teams before a Creative Group activates a project. Much
like a musical instrument, say a flute, once you pick it up
and breathe life into it and form the right notes, it
functions in the way you want it to.
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ACTIVATION, cont.
PHASE II
DESIGN
The flow of this phase is to create a working design; a Project Plan. Once a Primary Idea
has been posted, Team specialits from any sector are free to participate in the project.
Each time a Team specialist responds to the Primary Idea posted in the Data Awareness
System, their energy and skill sets become active in the design process. Their value is
then added and releases that sector of the project into motion. Each individual joining
the project brings with them their knowledge and talents to research, expand and
develop on the Primary Idea. The Creative Group then works to complete the design of
their project in full; garnering all the skills and knowledge needed for each aspect of
implementation. When a design has been completed and at the stage where the Creative
Group feels the project can be “made”, this is the point where the Project Plan goes
forward to the Round Table Review with the Mentors.

Influx of Inspiration
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Illustration represents the specialities now activated and in motion within the Creative
Group forming a cohesive research, design and Project Plan.
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ACTIVATION, cont.
PHASE III
REVIEW
The flow of this phase is for the Mentors to advise and facilitate the most beneficial ways
for the Creative Groups to implement a Project Plan. They sit as equals with you at the
round table—there is no hierarchical structure. The Mentors in this role are guides and
advisors whose only agenda is to nurture the created Project Plan. They do not vote on
projects, but rather share their knowledge and experience with the Creative Group.
The meeting with the Mentors is to review the Project Plan and smooth out any issues
they may see or any aspects they feel need to be reworked before moving forward. The
Round Table Reviews will operate in an open public forum setting as to allow feedback,
questions and issues to be raised. The Mentors use their knowledge to encourage and
inspire the group and the public to achieve a project’s Absolute. Their ability to see the
bigger picture is valuable at this stage to make sure a project receives the potent clarity
for the full embedded creative energy. Without this step in the design process, there
could be a disconnect between the implementation of a project and it’s full potential.
This relationship is invaluable in forming a positive experience not only for the
individuals working in the Creative Group, but all individuals have the reassurance that
everyone working on the project is doing so with the highest intent.
The structure of working this way means that a Primary Idea can attract individuals with
similar mindsets and creative energy. This enables a Creative Group to contact Mentors
whom the Group feel have the expertise to connect with the project; Mentors could be at
any location in the world and be asked or choose to be involved with the Project Plan.

Continue to Mentor Round Table Graphic on next page.
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ACTIVATION, phase III cont.
Mentor Round Table
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Illustration represents the Round Table review of All Mentors and individuals within the
Creative Group in an open public forum setting.
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ACTIVATION, cont.
PHASE IV
DATA AWARENESS
The data awareness phase is to publish Absolute Data for all across a real time public
database communication system. This will include all forms of Libraries, Public Service
Announcement, News, Media, Internet, Broadcasting and Technology Platforms currently
in use along with the New Technology in 5D. They are used as open source Data Hubs to
present and store Absolute Data in an articulate and clear manner; any individual,
regardless of location can freely access and transfer any data they wish. Absolute
Data—full transparency—of the whole design and review process will be available for every
project.
Data Awareness systems are used to provide the full details of a completed Creative
Project Plan once it has been worked through Phases l-lll of the design process. After
these design phases, the project reaches a “HOLD” status where the project is published
worldwide for any individual to source. The project then stays published for a set period
of time so any individual can connect with the Creative Group to express any questions or
thoughts about the Project Plan. After this fixed “HOLD” period, the project then reaches a
“LIVE CREATE” status; the actual build - physical action of implementing the finalized
design.
DATA HUBS:
These databases are information hubs which can be placed in any environment: the
street, urban areas, public buildings, parks, gardens etc. The database can also be
accessed via any communication device.
“Data Hubs” are open access for ALL data and or information within society. They are
screens or holograms where any individual can view ANY data from records, public
services, library, news, history, video etc. They are vessels to manifest ALL data. Think of
these “Hubs” as fully interactive, publicly useable, open source, high specification
computers.
PHASE V
LIVE CREATE
This phase involves the implementation of the finalized project design. Specialities
needed to follow the design plan will now become active. Pick up your shovels—let’s get
to work!
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GLOSSARY of TERMS: defined here for this 5D Blueprint
3D: Third Dimension old systems, methods, modes of thinking, and societal structure.
Heavy, dense vibration of being.
5D: Fifth Dimension new systems, methods, modes of thinking and societal structure.
Light, high energetic vibration of being.
ABSOLUTE: All data, all truth transparent and accessible.
AGE OF AQUARIUS: The Age of Aquarius being the zodiacal age we are currently in where
full abundacne, prosperity and Truth return to humanity.
BLUEPRINT: The primary umbrella concept behind the Teams by which First Source
Energy is expressed and can manifest a new free flowing network of individuals.
CREATIVE GROUP: A group that is formed by individuals to develop the Primary Idea and
the project design.
CREATOR: First Source / God, etc (add your term) / Life Source.
DATA AWARENESS: Systems and technical specialities which will inform society in a full,
transparent and comprehensive manner with Absolute Data.
DATA HUBS: Public electronic and technology hubs situated throughout society for
access to Absolute data in every format.
FIRST SOURCE ENERGY: Creator’s inspiration and energy; the received inception of an
idea.
LEARNING GROUPS: Groups, Areas or Centres for individuals to learn any knowledge for
a speciality within a Team Sector, and for general learning and knowledge to be
expressed.
LIFE SYSTEM: The life and energy of all things on and connected to Earth.
MENTOR: A person of high moral, ethical virtue with vast knowledge, wisdom and
expertise in their chosen field of work, skill, or understanding of subject the matter who
is wise enough to guide and inspire others to achieve their full potential of the full
potential of a project.
MUNICIPAL: Current infrastructure systems.
PHASES: The stages of the activation process of a design project.
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GLOSSARY of TERMS: defined here for this 5D Blueprint
PRIMARY IDEA: Is the phrase word we use to refer to the “idea, inspiration, original
concept” given to or received by you via an energy transfer from First Source/Creator.
PROJECT PLAN: The Original Idea manifesting as a result of a group of individuals taking
action with their skill sets.
ROUNDTABLE REVIEW: The phase of the design process where a completed project is
presented to the Mentors for full open discussion and review by the public.
SECTOR: The speciality of one’s profession and expertise in a given field of knowledge,
placed within this context under the umbrella term of the Team.
SKILL SET(S): Expertise, talents, skills, ability and knowledge of individuals. Note: used
interchangeably with “Speciality”.
SPECIALITY: Advanced expertise within each individual. Specialities that combine within
a Team to express potential until activated by a project.
TEAM(S): A team is defined as individuals, sectors, jobs, specialities, interests, skills or
knowledge that are all of a similar field or nature. A Team is NOT a physical structure you
Register or Apply for; you are an individual who does “work” under that umbrella of
society. Example — If someone were to ask you, “What do you do?” or “What Team are
you?”, you would say, “I do Conservation & Environment and specialize in Fisheries". You
would then be considered to be part of TEAM CE - Conservation & Environment. You are
free, but your knowledge and speciality is the role you perform if you decide to work.
TRUTH KNOWLEDGE: Knowledge which is rooted in Absolute, unbridled Truth.
UNIVERSAL LAW: The only authority between you and “CREATOR” is YOU - (add your term
for GOD) You are you're own authority, The GOLDEN RULE - Do No Harm - Treat Others as
Yourself.
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LUKE & NANAKO’S FUTURE VISION
Our current communication systems made this project possible by bringing together two
creative thinkers who live on different continents. Through face to face video chats, they
were able to complete this blueprint. Can you imagine a world where we can use our new
technologies to physically manifest ourselves anywhere on the planet or pop in for a
hologram chat? Such a reality is not so far away.
New technologies will come exploding forward and abolish any limitations once
perceived to be the only reality. In fact, it is an unleashing of the very energy within us
which will reconnect us to the universal vibration of pure potential held in true
Unconditional Love. This expansive energy is light and fast; it only knows how to create in
a beneficial way. Our new physical structures will not only be constructed using 100%
ecological materials, but they will be built on the Earth in a way that honors, not destroys.
New energy systems will not pollute the air, yet provide us with all the comforts we could
ever desire. Transportation will be clean and efficient; eventually leading to teleportation
where only our focused, conscious attention is all that will be needed. Water systems will
be pure, all animals will thrive and our whole Earth will exist in beautiful luminescence
full of love.
We view this blueprint as being a malleable and organic infrastructure involving all
aspects of living, able to exist as a complete energy exchange network integrated with
nature—one that will raise the consciousness of humanity to the true level of Universal
Light. We will be One Consciousness.

The Golden Rule
Do No Harm
Inlakesh

manifest your dreams now...
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